MK Yuli-Yoel Edelstein
Speaker of the Knesset
Knesset
Jerusalem, Israel

7 January 2018

Dear Mr. Edelstein:
RE: Geopolitical project
I am an independent researcher, PhD, an Israeli citizen, 82. In the course of my almost 40-year-long
research I have achieved the following:
(1) reformed modern physics, which is not recognized officially yet;
(2) discovered the true interpretation of the General System Theory - the Golden Key to Science;
(3) created the frameworks of the true sciences of Politics and Economics, the sciences nonexistent
or underdeveloped before.
The above results amount, in my opinion, to a turning point in the history of science and
civilization. Those results have encouraged and enabled me to start settling the present general
ideological crisis of civilization now underlying a new incarnation of fascism and threatening the
very existence of humankind. To that end it would be necessary to reform the ideology of modern
society, that is its science, philosophy and religion. I have already started such a reform and worked
out the general methodology for it. To start realizing the project on a large scale, it is necessary to
establish a Coordinating Center, in Europe or perhaps in Israel, that would guide, control and
stimulate the reform worldwide. The Center could be set up as an NGO for ten persons or so
sponsored for about two years.
In this connection, taking nto account:
(1) that the above general crisis manifests itself in the Middle East perhaps most dangerously;
(2) that Israel, with its Zionist ideology inconsistent with the current overwhelming trend for
globalization, on the one hand, and with its decades-long conflict with Palestinians, on the other
hand, becomes gradually the FOCUS of the Middle East crisis, which gives rise to anti-Semitism;
(3) that, moreover, Zionism is essentially the ideology of the Jewish ghetto, that is of a petty,
isolated and persecuted people, which is inconsistent with Judaism, the great world religion, as well
as with the great mission of the Chosen People, and therefore necessitates its replacement by the
proper ideology;
(4) that the delay of the reform of modern society prompts some corrupt circles to resort ever more
often to illegal methods, which degrades the moral of society pushing it nearer to a new world war;
(5) that all that makes the Jewish people most vulnerable and therefore most interested in settling
the above general ideological crisis,
would you please find an opportunity to provide me with conditions necessary to start
realizing the proposed project.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003, Israel
Tel/fax: 04-822 1997; phone: 054 785 6170. Email: reformach110@gmail.com
Enclosure:
(1) my research in physics: http://kvisit.com/S3sv0Aw; its abstract: http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ;
(2) my work, “Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics”: http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ;
(3) my letter to the Institute of International Relations, Geneva: http://kvisit.com/Szpf1Aw;
(4) my CV: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ;
(5) my photo (2016): http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw.

